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Editor’s Page 

Hello everyone, 

It looks as if Spring is at last on its way and I expect by now most of you will be 

well into getting your kit ready for the new campaign season. Not long now until 

our first major NA event at Ickworth, where I hope to be able to see as many of 

you as possible. 

In this issue,  as well as our usual regular contributors, we have a new face – 

Richard Brown is the new Coalition Brigade CO and he introduces himself and 

the new brigade. 

We also have reports and updates following the NA AGM which took place in 

Devizes on 21st January and the very successful party which followed – see photos. 

I’m sure you will all agree the event was a huge success and the hotel did us proud 

with the service and catering. 

The Bring and Buy sale in the morning of the 21st was supplemented by Christie 

and John Binmore’s “Downsizing” sale, from which all money taken was for 

charity. A few of the items left over will be put out again at the next Bring and Buy 

which will be at Ickworth – see details in this issue for dates and details of all the 

season’s Bring and Buy events. The Devizes Bring and Buy realised a grand total of £266 which has now been 

sent to the Army Benevolent Fund – a big thank you to all of you who supported this so generously, and 

especially to those who brought stuff to sell. 

We have an exciting event programme for the coming year including a choice of Cuidad Rodrigo or Waterloo in 

June, so I hope to see you in a field somewhere soon. 

Kate Lobb 
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At the recent NA AGM in Devizes the following 

members were returned as your committee. 

 

Chairman     Martyn Monks 

Treasurer     Jerry Sperring 

Secretary     Toni Monks 

Safety Officer    Adrian Lobb 

Events Officer    Tony Wilks 

Membership Secretary  Fran Read 

Media Officer    Laura Short 

NA Event Programme for 2017 
 

The following events have been confirmed at the time of going to press. 

8-9 April   Ickworth, nr Bury St Edmunds Suffolk 

    Shakedown, training and full battle weekend 

27-29 May  Invasion Kent Hole Park near Tenterden, Kent 

17th/18th June Cuidad Rodrigo – NA Supported  

17th/18th June Waterloo – NA Supported 

30th June/2nd July Chalk Valley, nr Salisbury Wilts – NA MAJOR EVENT – NA Sponsored 

This is the annual Daily Mail Literary Festival, with a strong multi-period re-enactor element. 

26th/28th August Military Odyssey - Detling Nr Maidstone, Kent - Please note that you must reg-

ister with Ed parker as he will be the site manger and point of contact as there is a small payment for reasonable 

sized units, and also powder will be supplied but only if you have registered by the end of April  
 

16th/17th September  Wollaton Hall, Nottingham - TBC 

We hope to confirm next week that at Ickworth in September, we plan to run a campaign weekend which will give 

the opportunity for those who wish to experience authentic camping but also tent areas for those who wish to be 

under canvas.  

BATTLEPROMS 

Saturday 08 July 2017 at Burghley House   3eme Parent unit  

Saturday 15 July 2017 at Hatfield House   1/95th Parent unit  

Saturday 22 July 2017 at Blenheim Palace   44th  Parent unit  

Saturday 05 August 2017 at Highclere Castle  3/95th  Parent unit  

Saturday 12 August 2017 at Ragley Hall               4th foot Parent unit  

Saturday 09 September Ickworth Prom in the Park (95th Private/ NA Open - Jim Paylor to 

Confirm  
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The British Division – Spring 2017 
Major General Edwin (Ed) Parker AGC 

 
Good day to you all and many thanks for your continuing support as your Commander  
for the year of 2017.  
 
As announced in January, there is little that will change in the Division's command  
structure. In 2016, I was supported by a staff – not big in numbers, but efficient and  
growing in confidence as the  year progressed. In 2017 there will little change other  
than recognising the contribution of our Rifle Regiments with the addition of Lt. Col.  
Alan Earp of the 1/95

th
. 

 

Assistant Adjutant General - David Bell, Assist Quartermaster General - Adrian Lobb,  
ADC’s: Major Mathew Ring and Lt.Col Alan Earp. Our grateful thanks for all their help  
to Paul Wisken and Hugh Martyr who will be relinquishing their permanent staff posts.  
 
Our Brigade Commanders also remain unchanged. For the Infantry BG Robert Yuill  
(1 Brigade) Col James Harlow (2 Brigade) and BG Donald Meulmans (3 Brigade). I 
f at any event numbers attending make the three Brigade structure unworkable,  
we will to cut our cloth accordingly – perhaps down to as little as a single infantry  
brigade.  Continuing in command of the Cavalry, Keith Williams of the 15

th
. 

 

It is with some regret that we have to announce that our artillery commander Ginge Eames will be stepping down from 
overall command later this year. Our thanks to Ginge for his support and company over the past years. It is with some 
amazement I recall that many years ago, in the last Century, he and I, both started our life in the (French– don't breathe 
a word) artillery! Ginge, you will be missed. A new appointment will be announced in due course. 
 

Divisional Brigade Commanders Meeting – January 2017 
After the NA's AGM in January I held a meeting with our Staff Officers and Brigade Commanders to discuss future ideas 
and options for the Division. The following is a summary of the meeting minutes, giving an indication of some of the 
actions we will be taking this year and outlining some of our plans and ideas for the future.  
 

Future Divisional CO Election 

This was the proposal submitted by Gen. Parker, to switch the election timing to November, (the NA  AGM will in 

future be in April) to give time for the election process to take place so that the officer who is elected can put in place 

his own command structure and policies in time for the new season. 

 

Safety Issues on the Field  
There were several issues on this topic raised from the floor, notably,  
There was an occasion when the French Infantry attacked the British Line whilst they were still loaded. The order was 
given to make the muskets safe in case a melee ensued. The order given was “Ease Springs”. It was found that 
some units had never been drilled in this order and so during the following “Fracas” a musket went off – fortunately in 
the air – but as this incident happened, we must try to ensure that it does not happen in future. 
There followed a discussion on these various issues and some initial changes were agreed at the meeting which 
immediately followed on, between the General and his staff and the Brigade Commanders.  
 
The changes that are going to be implemented are as follows: 
a) All officers and NCO’s of giving commands on the field must pass, annually, the same Proficiency Test as the rank 
and file members of their Regiment in order to be accredited for the coming season.  

 
This will apply to all those giving commands to any firers, be they Infantry, Artillery, Partisans or Cavalry. These tests 
will be undertaken within the Regiments’ by their own personnel .  Many already take their test annually anyway so it 
should not be too onerous. This will not apply to officers on the field who do not give command orders, although one 
would have thought they would wish to be recognised  as being  competent.  
 
b) In relation to the issue of dressing between firing, this will be addressed by all Brigade Commanders at their 
Brigade Drills. 
 
c) With regard to the issue of “Easing Springs” to make the musket or rifle safe in extreme circumstances , this will be 
included within Brigade Drills to ensure all are comfortable with the command and proficient with its execution.  “Make 
safe “ is a command that can be used in conjunction with “Ease Spring” to emphasise the instruction.  
 

Staff Meeting 
The following items were discussed at the Staff/Brigade CO’s Meeting which immediately followed on from the British 
Division Meeting. 
 
HQ Tent, transport and management 
A discussion took place about the transportation and storage of the HQ tent. Gen. Parker will progress this further. 
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Army Form-up/ Parade assembly procedures (including arrival of General) 
Work in progress. 
 
Sentry/Guarding Procedures/Living History 
In future there will be more sentries on duty. These sentries will be rotated more regularly  this should enhance the 
overall effect  of the camp which our sponsors desire. There should be more military activities happening within the 
camp area outside of set drills and skirmishes. 
 
Brigade Drill 
As always, there will be Brigade Drills at every event, and just to re-iterate, no-one can take part in the battle unless 
they have attended the preceding Brigade Drill, unless by prior arrangement with the General. Planning will ensure 
that sentries on-duty during Drills are not placed at a disadvantage.    
 
First Aid Registration Procedure 
In future, NA First Aiders will wear an off-white armband to identify them both in camp and on the field. Also, we will 
be compiling a Register of qualified First Aiders so that we can ensure we have a sufficient number going to every 
event (on all sides, of course). Unit Commanders, please ask your members if they want to be put forward. 

 
Events overseas 
It is great news that the NA are more frequently being asked by overseas organisers to supply the support and 
organisation for the Allied Army at key events. Both Ciudad Rodrigo and Waterloo 2017 are examples. Unfortunately 
both events are occurring over the same weekend. I shall be attending Ciudad and have asked the Allied Commander at 
Waterloo2017, LG Michael Haynes to temporarily for this event only, take charge of any British Regiments taking part, 
appointing any senior commanders that may be necessary.   
 
Communications 
At the start of the year we did promise that we would be taking a close look at our Division communications.  We are still 
in the process of refining this, the Big Battalions web site is in the process of a major update and we will have some 
more news for you soon.  
 
Bring it on!  
 
God save the King! 
 
Major General Edwin Parker AGC 
Commander - British Division 

Changes ‘afoot’ at the 44
th

 East Essex. 

The annual year end get together by members of the 44th was  

cause for even greater celebration by some, as a number of awards  

and promotions being announced. 

 

The best turned out Soldier in 2016 (The Cadbury Chocolate soldier  

award) – John Ryan. 

 

Re-enactor of the year – Musician (Drummer) Dominic Butcher, so  

often leading the Regiment and at times 2Brigade with great skill 
and passion. 

 

Promotion to Corporal went to Dominic Williams. Given a single stripe as Chosen Men  Steve Chicken and Rob Veal. 

 

Promoted to Ensign (Regimental Colour) and raised from the ranks, Ensign Matthew Edson. 

 

Lieutenant Paul Nicholls, second in command of the Regiment, in reward for his command of the forlorn hope at Burgos 
and his overall leadership of the 44

th 
in action, elevated to the rank of Captain. 

 

Congratulations one and all. 

Colonel Edwin Parker AGC 

44rh East Essex Regiment of Foot. 
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Introducing... The Coalition Brigade 
 

“Who are those fellows? Are they ours? They don’t look like ours.” 

 

That’ll be us, then! 

 

Allow me to introduce the Coalition Brigade: a new home for NA units who don’t fit into the 
British or French orders of battle. 

 

In the true style of the period’s continental states, we’ve been popping up on both sides of the 
battlefield since our first appearance six years ago. 

 

Until the NA kindly granted us brigade status, we’d been a bit of an anomaly in the army 
structures. This came with certain under-the-radar advantages, but also led to some confusion 
about who we are and who we’re not. Our new status will help us to tidy this up and make us 
more visible in the NA, outside the NA and over the Channel. 

 

Our member units are currently 16 Prussian Brigade and the Artillery of the Russisch-Deutsch Legion (a.k.a the Russo-Prussian 
Artillery). 

 

16 Prussian Brigade portrays the landwehr and line infantry of 16 Brigade, IV Army Corps, Prussian Army of the Lower Rhine, during 
the Hundred Days. This brigade suffered heavy casualties in the attack on Plancenoit, before joining the pursuit of the defeated 
French and capturing Napoleon’s carriage. 

 

The Russisch-Deutsch Legion was a force of Germans in the Russian service. The legion was raised from Russia’s German speaking 
provinces and the thousands of German deserters and POWs from Napoleon’s invasion of Russia. The legion’s artillery fought at 
Sombreffe during the Waterloo campaign, by which time they had been absorbed into the Prussian service. 

 

Both units participate in European events as part of the Prussian army. At Waterloo 200, our artillery fired a magnificent 200 rounds in 
a single battle and the infantry led the Prussian assault on Plancenoit (about four miles from the nearest spectator, but hey ho, we 
enjoyed it!). 

 

Historically, both units were more central to the British war effort than may be immediately apparent. Dozens of states featured in the 
seven Coalitions it took to defeat the French – and at one time or another, they all required British gold to keep their armies in the 
field. 

 

The raft of new taxes introduced by the British government allowed Britain to heavily subsidise any state willing to take up arms 
against Bonaparte. Like many other allies, Prussia was given pots of money to keep men in the field and was supplied with vast 
quantities of British kit. The British government funded the entire Russisch-Deutsch Legion and as a consequence was able to dictate 
its use. 

 

I suppose you could say that the Coalition Brigade represents an invisible army of the Napoleonic Wars – the British taxpayer! 

 

That’s enough from me, I think. With the new campaign season 
about to begin, I will leave the last word to Papa Blücher: 
“Vorwärts!” 

 

Yours etc 

 

Richard Brown 

Coalition Brigade Commander 

CO Richard Brown, 

Photo by Rusty Aldwinkle 

Russo-Prussian Artillery, photo by Patrick 
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From the French Brigade 
At a recent pre-season training season a member of the public approached me to ask 

‘why the interest in Napoleon, surely he was just an evil dictator, with a big chip on his 

shoulder, brought about most likely because of his short stature?’ I was taken aback 

that despite the amount of press coverage leading up to and beyond Waterloo 2015 

that there still exists a very stereotyped view of Napoleon. 

 

Just under a decade ago on the BBC Radio Wales programme, ‘Something Else’ with 

Patrick Hannan, originally broadcast on 11 November 2007, there was a discussion 

about Napoleon and a panel attempted to answer the question ‘why the on-going 

fascination with a short Frenchman who is probably more famous for his defeats than 

for anything else?’ When the panel were invited to say what they knew about 

Napoleon one person said that all they knew was that he created Chicken Marengo 

and that his horse was also called Marengo. They considered that Napoleon had a typical chip on his shoulder being of 

short stature and that despite pretending to want a unified Europe he was simply a bullying dictator who was eventually 

beaten by the British. So it would appear that there has been little shift in opinion since 2007. 

 

As I listened to the member of the public telling me their thoughts about Napoleon my mind went back to that radio 

broadcast. I was surprised by the views and stereotypes that were expressed then and now. So in an attempt to put the 

record straight let us start with a few facts. Napoleon was not short, he was about 5’6” or 5’7” which were about average for 

a Frenchman of the period. He genuinely wanted a unified Europe and longed for a European peace. Britain, in 

particular, was reluctant to have a settled peace especially when the French posed such a potential threat on land and sea to 

Britain’s trade and prosperity. The breaking of the treaty of Amiens by the British is a prime example. Napoleon was 

bound to war simply to retain his thrown. Unlike other sovereign states whose leaders would remain in power, should they 

be defeated in battle Napoleon simply could not afford to lose a fight. As an example, when rumours reached France in 

1812 of Napoleon’s death in Russia, political movements, financed by English gold, attempted to usurp his thrown and 

overthrow the Napoleonic reign. The legitimacy of his sons claim to the throne was simply overlooked by those keen to 

usurp power within France. 

 

Although the general population within Britain viewed Napoleon as a dangerous ogre capable of stepping across the 

channel and destroying civilisation, this populist view was created through a vociferous political campaign of black 

propaganda with pamphlets and newspapers painting Napoleon as a usurper to the throne and murderer of Sovereigns. 

This helped to ensure that the general population focused less on their poor living conditions and the quality of 

Government and much more on the fear and threat of invasion. However, this fear of the ogre was hardly apparent given 

the numbers of British tourists who flocked to France during the peace of Amiens and at other periods throughout the 

Consulate and Empire. Indeed, there was a general fascination and grudging respect for Napoleon and for what he had 

achieved in France. When he surrendered to Frederick Maitland RN aboard HMS Bellerophon on 15 July 1815, after his 

defeat at Waterloo, he was initially taken to Torbay, then Plymouth and finally Berry Head. Although never being given 

the chance to step ashore hundreds of small sailing vessels visited HMS Bellerophon purely to allow their occupants the 

opportunity to catch a glimpse of Napoleon. People travelled from near and far to see him. The British Government 

fearful of a popular rising within Britain against them, and alarmed at the almost magnetic attraction that Napoleon 

appeared to be having on the population, refused to allow Napoleon onto British soil and after much delay and 

prevarication decided to send Napoleon to exile in St Helena. 

 

No other human being had managed to sweep back into power quite like Napoleon did from his first exile to Elba. Not a 

single shot was fired throughout his march from the Golfe Jaun, through Sisteron, Grenoble and finally to Paris. Soldiers 

flocked to his Eagles and an initially anxious population soon cheered his arrival and anticipated a return to peace, 

prosperity and advancement. The Bourbon King was not missed. The national hero and saviour was back and the legend 

of Napoleon was firmly established. Political and intellectual elites within Britain and across Europe were quite simply 

captivated by Napoleon’s progress and legacy. It was no surprise therefore for the British Government to try and quell this 

surge in populist and intellectual fervour for Napoleon. 

 

So why is there this on-going fascination with Napoleon and confusion about the myths surrounding him? Well for me it 

goes back to my childhood when I first became interested in Napoleon. I think it was the colour and flair of the uniforms, 

the spectacle and pageantry of the period and the unique legacy of a single man that attracted me. Other periods of history 

appeared quite drab in comparison. 
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I can’t think of too many people who have had a period of history named after them. So you get the Napoleonic Wars, 

you get Napoleonic France and even Napoleonic Europe. There are even Empire and Consulate period fashions in dress 

and architecture. 

 

More books have been written about Napoleon than anyone else in history, something in the region of 300,000 separate 

titles. 

 

As for the man himself I simply find it incredible that someone from a family of minor nobility in Corsica could rise to 

become Emperor of France and to rule most of Europe. Of his seven brothers and sisters he created three Kings, one 

Queen, one Prince and two Princesses. 

 

To quote the late historian, David Chandler I think Napoleon can be described as a ‘great bad man’. And that is where the 

fascination comes from. He achieved much of what he did through the feat of arms nevertheless the legacy that he left 

behind just about outweighs the cost in lives. 

 

He became a legend during his own lifetime and although demonised by the English Government he was clearly admired 

by many of the UK population. I think there has always been a fascination between England and France although it is often 

disguised as a sort of loathing teetering on hatred. Scratch below the surface and I think we really admire, respect and envy 

each other’s countries and cultures.  

 

Napoleon used marketing and publicity to great effect with the great painters of the times showing him in glorious poses, 

bulletins and newspapers heralded his successes and despite the appearance in the French language of phrases like ‘to lie 

like a bulletin’ this publicity gave people a sense of belonging and national pride. It is no wonder that at every challenging 

time in history since the Napoleonic wars that the French people reflect upon and draw strength from the legacy of 

Napoleon. 

 

His life is a real rags to riches and back to rags again story, with love affairs, marriages and battles in between. On his return 

to France from exile on Elba in 1815, he managed to take over France from Louis 18th without a shot being fired. The 

imagery of regiments refusing to fire upon him, one of his ex-marshals simply being entrapped by his charisma and swaying 

to his will, is simply magical. 

 

Even during his final banishment to St Helena, his legend grew. Rumours circulated about his escape, others rumours that 

he was systematically being poisoned in captivity by the English. When his body was finally returned from St Helena to 

Paris for reburial, nearly 20 years after his death, his body was found to be wonderfully preserved as if he was simply 

sleeping. What other ingredients do you need for a wonderful and ever-lasting legend? 

 

As for achievements, he won numerous battles against the odds, only marginally loosing at Waterloo to a combined British 

and Prussian army. He is often quoted as the father of modern warfare. Yet there are many more wonderful achievements 

and legacies that he has left us, some of which are listed below: 

 

• He was the first person to dream of a unified Europe and very nearly achieved it. 

 

• He started great road building programmes throughout the empire and even insisted that the builders planted trees 

either side of the roads to provide shade for travellers – what a wonderful eye for detail. 

 

• He ordered the building of new municipal buildings, canals, new sea ports, and even invented the house numbering 

system of odd and even in Paris. 

 

• He created the Louvre. 

 

• He initiated the first fire brigade in Paris. 

 
• Instituted the Bank of France to improve the economy, and replaced the paper currency with coinage because people 

had confidence in coinage. 

 

• He helped America to become a major world player through his sale of Louisiana Territory. 

 

• He rewrote the civil codes / laws of France known as Code Napoleon which still survive in France today and have been 

used in many other countries. These laws included the judiciary, religious freedom, helped to remove the feudal order, 

introduced individual freedom, introduced women’s rights (especially around marriage, property and divorce). 
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Chairman’s Report 

 

 

“Well we are at the start of the season with Ickworth our 
first event.  
The Events Team has worked hard to get the Association’s 
members interesting events this year and so it was 
disappointing that the event at Fishguard was cancelled by 
the sponsors through lack of funding. I am one of those 
who attended the Fishguard Bicentennial in 1997 and so 
was looking forward to repeating the event this year.  
 
Tony Wilkes has worked hard to find a replacement but the 
cancellation of Fishguard has effected the budget for the 
year so we will be working diligently to contain costs 
without reducing the  standard of events for our members. 
  
Over the last few months we have experienced problem with our website specifically with the 
support of the software being used. The Executive Committee is therefore working hard on a 
replacement website which it is hoped will be up and running in the autumn in line with the end of 
the contract with our present ISP. 
  
So please enjoy this years events but remember please play safe.” 
  
Regards. 

 

Martyn 

• He set up schools and teacher training. 

 

• His soldiers even found the Rosetta stone which was the start of the science of Egyptology. 

 

He had an amazing intellect, worked tirelessly and has been quoted as being able to dictate four letters to four secretaries at 

the same time, paragraph by paragraph without ever being reminded where he left off. 

 

He knew the returns of all his army units, knew all his officers by name, regularly recognised and spoke to soldiers in the 

rank and file, all of which inspired tremendous loyalty and feats of arms. 

 

Why the confusion about the myths, well it is most likely down to the fact that the ‘Victors’ write most of the history. So 

the next time anyone asks you ‘why do you / they opt to ‘play’ French under Napoleon at re-enactments’ you’ll know what 

to say. 

 

 

Vive L’Empereur 

 Photo © Alan Balding 
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The Devizes Winter Party 

On 21st January this year the Winter Party took place in the historic Bear Hotel in Devizes, following the NA 

AGM. 

There was a definite buzz in the air as everyone started to arrive in the Ballroom suite, splendidly attired as 

befitting an evening party in such elegant surroundings. The event was made more interesting by the appearance 

of General Bonaparte, lately defeated at Waterloo and currently residing in Wiltshire, as a guest of the Earl of 

Lansdowne at Bowood, near Devizes. 

We were served a hot buffet meal of Cottage Pie or Mushroom Stroganoff, followed by dessert. After the 

speeches and toasts, the room was cleared of tables and chairs and set up for dancing.  

We were entertained by the delightful music from the Austen Allegros, and Mrs Lobb ensured everyone was 

instructed in the dance moves so that everyone was able to enjoy the dancing. For those who did not dance there 

was an adjoining bar. 

80 guests attended the event of which only 12 were non-members, and there was a high proportion of other 

ranks represented as well. 

 

The elegant surroundings were enjoyed 

by all, as well as the excellent service 

from the hotel staff. 

Thanks to Marguerite Bickers-Jones and Alan Balding for these photos 

which are just a small selection of those taken. For more of Alan’s 

photos see https://www.dropbox.com/sh/e5jahdx387vbn2q/

AADSrJ2hk2b08RnUX-SpxMdGa?dl=0 
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Some regiments were very 

well represented, especially 

the 2nd 95th, shown above. 

Above L: General Bonaparte 

proposing a toast, with     

(far L) response from 

Richard Brown of the 

Coalition Brigade. 

L and below L: everyone 

danced including soldiers. 
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The Great NA Bring and Buy Sale 2017 

 

This year we are planning to organise bring and buy sales, where practicable at the following 

events:- 

 

Ickworth 

Hole Park 

Chalke Valley  

Wollaton 

 

The format is very simple- we will set up a table in front of our tent after close of play on the 

Saturday (Hole Park Sunday) evening, and set out goods for sale. We hope that as many of you 

as want to offload your excess gear will bring it along, labelled and priced. We will sell the 

goods, keep a record of all sales and pay you what we have taken, less 10% which will go to 

charity. Currently we are sending the donations to the Army Benevolent Fund. 

 

In January at the AGM we raised £266 for the ABF although this was mainly due to John and 

Christie Binmore donating a large amount of stuff for sale with all proceeds going to charity.  

Some of the other stuff for sale in January came from Mike and Heather Crawshaw, former 

NA members, and they currently have 3 French pattern muskets for sale, see advert below. If 

anyone is interested please contact the Crawshaws direct. 
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Warning Order  

Marching with Wellington  

Ickworth House, Suffolk 8th & 9th April 2017 

Introduction  

This is the first Field Training Event of the season, set in the grounds of Ickworth House Park.  

This event is sponsored by the National Trust at Ickworth House, it will therefore be a full public event. This 

event will include training on all aspects including your weapon proficiency tests.  

Allied and French living history camps will be established to accommodate Napoleonic units from across Europe. 

The camps will consist of up to 200 period canvas tents of various sizes and descriptions, each in keeping with its 

role of 200 years ago.  

Modern camp site and horse paddocks will be established in the immediate vicinity West of the Allied camp.  

Units should arrive from 1630 hrs on Friday 7th April. Those units who need to arrive earlier should contact Tony 

Wilks the event officer.  

The Camps are to be established by 1000hrs Saturday 8th April in all respects, from which time all participants 

should conduct themselves in a manner suited to the role that they are portraying.  

Roles will include Officers and Soldiers of the Infantry, Artillery and Cavalry regiments of Wellington and 

Napoleon's armies as well as the camp followers consisting of Officers and Soldiers wives and children. The camp 

will be fully authentic to the year 1812 with all participants living as they would have in that era.  

The event will stage a free play skirmish in front of the public within the estate grounds on Saturday afternoon 

and a battle in the Main Arena on Sunday afternoon.  

An officer's event coordination meeting will be held at 0900 each day at which a full days brief will be given.  

The event will open to the public at 1000 each day for a programme of displays until 1700 on Saturday 8th April 

and 1630 on Sunday 9th April. All participants should be clear of the site by 1900 Sunday 9th April. Those who 

need to stay longer should contact Tony Wilks. On Saturday we will have a large free play skirmish in front of the 

public within the estate grounds.  

Venue: The venue is a beautiful historic site with a magnificent Georgian Manor house that that is owned by the 

National Trust. Access to the site is available from 1630 onwards on Friday 7th of April.  

Timings: Friday Baggage train to arrive by 1200  

1630 set up camp (participants can arrive any time)  

Saturday: 0700 Reveille  

  0800 Breakfast  

  0900 Flag Up Camp duties. All others to arrive. Set up by 1000 (vehicles off site)  

  1000 NCO’s Parade (public on site)  

  1015 Officers Parade and inspection  
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  1030 Brigade Drill in front of House and Main Area.  

  1130 French Artillery Display - Main Arena.  

  12,30 13.30 Lunch  

  1400 14.30pm Cavalry Skill arms - Main Arena  

  15.00 Army to form up in camp  

  15.15 Army march off for open field manoeuvres  

  16.30 End of exercise  

  1700 Flag Down.  

Sunday:  0700 Reveille  

  0800 Breakfast.  

  0900 Flag up Camp duties.  

  0945 NCO’s Parade.  

  1000 Officers Parade and inspection (public on site)  

  1030 Brigade Drill in front of House and Main Area.  

  1130 British Artillery Display - Main Arena.  

  12.30-13.30 Lunch  

  1400-1430 Cavalry Skill arms Demonstration Main Arena  

  15.00 Army to form up in camp arena  

  15.15 Battle in Main Arena  

  16.00 Children's Recruiting and Drill  

  1630 Flag Down Break camp. (Clear of site by 1900)  

Scenario: Just over 200 years ago Europe was in the grips of the French dictator Napoleon Bonaparte. Only 

England and Portugal stood against him.  

All over England Lord Wellingtons Regiments recruited and trained with desperate urgency to reinforce our much 

stretched army in the Peninsular who were fighting for the very freedoms we enjoy today.  

Sir Edwin Parkers Brigade is enjoying the Hospitality of the Lord Bristol at Ickworth Park while they make their 

preparations and bring the Companies back to strength recruiting from the local population and training in the 

grounds of Ickworth Park.  

Sir Edwin Parkers Brigade will form the Vanguard of the Armies relief force in Spain. While Sir Edwin and his 

officers entertain the local gentry and their ladies, his NCOs are sending out recruiting parties to enlist the local 

volunteers to take the ‘Kings Shilling’.  

Once the shilling is taken the men are then passed to the care of the training teams where they will learn their 

basic soldering skills of foot and arms drill. They will be tested to highest standards of the Kings Army and once 

pronounced fit for service will assume a role in the Infantry Companies or Cavalry and Artillery Troops that are 

destined for in the Peninsular.  

As with all military units there are many other tasks to be performed in the day to day life of a soldier such as 

camp duties and guards etc.  

It is rumoured that a band of French soldiers recently landed on the Suffolk coast line when their troop 

transport went aground after bad weather are at large in the area. They have been raiding small homesteads and 

pillaging whatever they can get their hands on.  

Sir Edwin has assured Lord Bristol that his company will provide protection to his lordships lands and interests so 

the army is liable to be called to arms at a moment's notice so please report any strange goings on or villainous 

looking characters in the area to the company officers at Ickworth.  

For the French Army you are much more than a band so have also established a camp at Ickworth from which to 

conduct your operations.  
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 Living History Camps: Camps should be run in accordance with our normal high standards of authenticity. 

Remember, that whenever you are in the living history camp or within the display areas or anywhere on site when 

the public are around, make sure you are correctly attired and that any modern items are out of sight. Remember 

if you buy refreshments from the café transfer them to authentic style containers House and Gardens  

The Ickworth House, its gardens and facilities are open to all participants during public hours, but is out of 

bounds during non public hours each day.  

Noise: It is not anticipated that there will be any restrictions on noise during the public day. There is however a 

restriction on noise at night with no loud singing etc. after 11 pm and then quiet throughout the camps after 

midnight please.  

Logistics Event Staff: An event logistics control point (LCP) will be established at the Northern end of the 

Allied camp within 3 Brigade lines. A radio base station will be located at the control point from which event staff 

can be contacted. Please contact a member of the Events Team in the event that any logistics issues need to be 

resolved.  

Event Officer - Tony Wilks 07771 728667  

Site Officer - Jim Paylor 07713 184035  

Event Safety Officer - Adrian Lobb 07453 884481 

Powder Officers - Tony Wilks 07771 728667 - Jerry Sperring 07966 371596  

First Aid: The First Aid point will be located at the event logistics control point. During skirmishes and Battles 

the first aid point will move to the Allied Artillery emplacement. All participants must make sure that they bring 

any medications that they require for the weekend with them. Serious medical emergencies should use the 999 

service. The nearest Accident & Emergency hospitable is located at West Suffolk Hospital, Hardwick Lane, Bury 

St Edmunds, IP33 2QZ  

Safety: Safety is the responsibility of all personnel present at the event. Everyone has a duty of diligence to 

ensure that neither participants nor public are placed at risk. An event Risk assessment is attached to this 

warning order. Units should ensure that all personnel attending the event have read and understand the risks 

presented and the precautions to be taken to minimise risk.  

Emergency Procedures: In the event of an emergency that requires that the camps be cleared the order will be 

given by word of mouth. Please proceed directly to the nearest Emergency Assembly Area where Unit 

Commanders should account for all of their personnel and report to the member of the Event Team controlling 

that area that everyone is accounted for. Emergency Assembly area 1 is at the Eastern side of the Main 

Battlefield Arena. Emergency Assembly area 2 is East of the Main French Camp. Please do not return to camps 

until a member of the event team has given the all clear.  

Licensing and Powder: All licensing issues should be addressed to Jim Paylor who holds the Site Powder Licence. 

Any units bring powder to the site must store it in the site powder store. Unused powder should be returned to 

the logistics control point in suitable containers, at the end of each day for storage in the site powder store. 

Powder can only be issued to licensed personnel for use in displays. There is to be no discharge of any weapons 

outside of the designated display activities without prior permission from the Events Team.  

Vehicle Movement and Parking: Vehicles should only enter and leave camps using the routes designated on the 

site map which is included below. Once on site (through the main gates) there is an event speed limit of 10 MPH 

throughout the estate. There is to be no vehicle movement during public hours without permission from event 

staff. Once unloaded please move vehicles to the designated event (NA) parking area. Please do not park in the 

Public parking area as this may incur parking charges.  

Toilets: Permanent Toilets are located adjacent to Public car park and below the church. The House Toilets are 

open between 1100 and 1630. Portable toilets will be provided located behind the Control Tent just outside of the 

event field.  
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Water: The Water Point is been located in the corner of the event field adjacent to the Control Tent. The water 

is clean and can be drunk without treatment. Please ensure that taps are switched off after use and that the 

water point is kept clean and hygienic.  

Firewood, Cooking Fires and Fire Precautions: Firewood will be located in a central dump behind the control 

tent. You attention is drawn to the Fire precautions identified in the Risk Assessment. All tents should have a 

water filled fire bucket placed to the rear. Cooking fires should all have a fire extinguisher concealed close to 

hand. Fire pits are NOT permitted please use raised fires only. Any unused firewood should be returned to the 

dump from which it was taken.  

Rubbish Disposal: Please ensure that all rubbish is bagged and placed in the rubbish disposal areas which is 

located outside of the event field adjacent to the portable toilets. Please do not leave rubbish in the camp area 

at the end of the event.  

Directions: From the south, M25 to junction 28 East Anglia A12 Follow A12 north to Ipswich, then A14 west to 

Bury St Edmunds junction 44.  

From west/north, make your way to join the A14 east. Follow A14 until you reach Bury St Edmunds junction 44. 

From junction 44, follow the A134 into B.S.E. Straight over the first two roundabouts and at the third 

roundabout take the 3rd exit to the right signposted A1302. Follow this road for about 1 mile and at the mini 

roundabout take the 1st left signposted A143 to Horringer. Follow this road for about 5 miles until you enter the 

village of Horringer, entrance to Ickworth will be on your right through large gateway. Follow the single track for 

about 1 mile, do not take turning for Hotel, When you get to the car park follow the road to your left past the 

house and you will see the campsite in the paddock . Post Code – IP29 5QE Be aware that there have been road 

works in the area with road closures so it is advisable to check on Suffolk Travel http://www.theaa.com/

trafficnews/suffolk/ to ensure that there are no closures.  
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Hougoumont in Spring 

“The Chateau was situated to the south of the hollow road from Wavre, which here, having taken a turn to the 

south-west, crossed the Nivelles chaussee; and to the east of the chaussee, from which it was approached by an 

avenue of fine elm trees.” 

“...the carriage bowled along under the spreading branches, and soon passed through the northern gateway of 

the Chateau. The travellers found themselves in a paved courtyard, surrounded by a motley collection of 

buildings. 

The Chateau was one of the many such residences to be found in the Netherlands, a semi-fortified house, half 

manor, half farm. The Chateau itself, built of stone and brick, was a pretty house, with shuttered windows; there 

was a small chapel at the southern end of the courtyard; and opposite the Chateau, on the western side, were 

some picturesque barns. A gardeners cottage and a cowshed made up  the rest of the buildings, which were all 

clustered together in a friendly fashion, and bathed, at this moment, in pale spring sunlight.” 

“(the garden) was laid out in neat walks, much of it under cultivation for vegetables, but there were some 

flowerbeds as well, and the tops of the fruit trees beyond the mellow brick wall were heavy with blossom. Judith 

thought the garden must be enchanting in the summer.” 

“ We might arrange another expedition here, perhaps in June”.  

So wrote Georgette Heyer in her novel “An Infamous Army”, describing an outing from Brussels to 
Hougoumont in early April 1815. The novel was first published in 1937 and Heyer would have undoubtedly 
done her research and visited the area herself. Of course, there was no motorway, and the roads would have 
probably maintained the same layout as 200 years ago. Even though the Chateau itself had burned down 
many of the outbuildings may have still been there and of course the gardeners cottage was lived in by the 
tenants who farmed the land. 

 Since 2015 the cottage is lived in again, by visitors 
like ourselves, thanks to the careful and inspiring 
restoration by the Landmark Trust. 

Earlier this year, in February, Dave Gerhard of the 
2nd Queens Foot stayed at Hougoumont, and more 
recently, your editor, with Adrian Lobb, and Gordon 
and Sandra Simmonds, spent 4 days in the cottage, 
from 27th to 31st March. We all found the tranquil 
atmosphere of the place very moving, especially after 
all the visitors and staff had gone home in the 
evening and we had the place to ourselves. 
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The images on this and the previous 2 pages show 

just some of the views of the Gardeners Cottage 

and the courtyard and garden of Hougoumont. 

The picture taken from the window looking out at 

the three trees is very significant - 200 years ago 

there was a wood, or plantation there, and the 

Guards came under very heavy fire from the 

French attacking the farm from the south. 

 

 

 

All pictures © Kate and Adrian Lobb 

Below you can see the view towards the 

Butte du Lion from the garden - much 

clearer than we are used to seeing as 

the trees are not yet in full leaf. 

There is so much space in the court-

yard it would make a perfect location 

for the General’s Headquarters - after 

all Napoleon resides at Le Caillou... 

No time to write more now but there 

will be a more detailed report in the 

next edition, including some of the fas-

cinating museums in the area - two we 

discovered were Mont St Jean and 

Ligny -well worth visiting. 

 

Kate Lobb 
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www.napoleonicassociation.org 

Waterloo Sunset 

The Butte du Lion as seen on 27th March, unencumbered by buildings 

with the exception of the Panorama to the right. Photo © Kate Lobb 


